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Рассмотрена термодинамика свободного безкассового боэе-поля
на решетке. Вычислены коэффициенты, характеризующие вффекты
конечного размера. Использование этих поправочных коэффициен-
тов в термодинамике полей Янга-Миллса позволяет согласовать
между собой монте-карловские расчеты на решетках различного
размера.

M.I.Gorenstein, S.I.Lipskikh, A.S.Sorin

Zero Mode Effects in the Lattice Thermodynamics

of Massless Boss Field

The thermodynamios of free maaeleea Возе field on a lattice

is discussed. The coefficients characterizing the finite eiee

effects are obtained. The use of these coefficients in the

Yang-Mills thermodynamics allows one to make Monte-Carlo

calculations, carried out on the different size lattices,

self"consistent.
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The Monte-Carlo simulations in the lattioe gauge theories

have significantly advanced the studies of strong interacting

matter t he rmo dynamic a (see e.g. [1]). The estimation of finite

aize effects of the lattices used in such calculations proves

to be one of the very important questions of this technique.The

energy density of free masaless scalar field at finite tempe-

rature was computed in [2l for different size lattices. Com-

paring the values with the well known continuum limit (Stefan-

Boltzmann law) the authors of Ref.[2l managed to evaluate nu-

merical factors characterizing the lattice effects. These can

then be used for Yang-Mills thermodynamics having hope on

correct results at high enough temperatures.

As it is usually done in the lattice gauge theories the

periodic boundary conditions in the space dimensions were

chosen. But for free massless Bose field the lattice free energy

appeares to diverge. And the divergence can't be removed by

a subtraction of any temperature-independent constant.

Following [2] let us write down the partition function for

free Bose field through the functional integral

where А-^Ут is an inverse temperature, V is the volume of

the system and N(A) is the normalization factor. For the most

interesting case m~O the functional representation in the

form (1) looses its sense (for periodic boundary conditions in

the space dimensions) due to the divergence of the functional

integral. The divergence comes from the integration over the

constant field configurations. Hotice that for zero boundary

conditions the only admissible zero value for the constant is

fixed and the divergence is absent.

The free energy infinite part corresponding to the field

configurations Y* (5Г, T )»const has simply been ignored in И

which gave the axpressions for entropy and latent heat with

bad zero temperature limits. We obtain a correct functional

representation for the partition function containing no diver-
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gence and leading to the proper expressions for lattice entropy

and latent heat with zero values at zero temperature which is

consistent with the third law of thermodynamica. The resulting

finite size effects correction factors are different from those

of [2] by (1 • 40)% for the lattices used most frequently.

Let's discuss the quantization of free massless Bose field

in a box with volume Ъг and periodic boundary conditions«The

classical Hamiltonian of the system Is

^U'xK (2)
v v

where 7Г ia conjugated momentum for the field V . Going

over to momentum representation one has '

1 2
n ^ ) n^ -0,ii,±2

f
... 1 «1,2,3

It should be noted that O?
g
=0.

The quantization of a system implies, as a rule, the in-

troduction of the operators of creation CXg. and annihilation

(X gf for partiolea with momentum ^ . Then

The state corresponding to part idea vacuum contains not

only the usual infinite energy 4 У1 cOy? but the finite part

•ilt p. (zero mode) too. The latter is connected just with the

maeslessness of the fieid and It does not exist for mi<0 .

Fixing the partiolea vacuum by the requirement
 E

v a c
"°

 w e 0 D <
"

tain the Hamiltonian

*'Below Щ' means that the value with 1? -0 in the sum Is
omitted.
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and the standard spaoe of states |... n^- ...> in which,
however, there are no nonphyaical states correaponding to the
raasaleas particles with zero momentum. The kernel of evolution
operator €2. for the physioal states represents the pro-
duct of the kernels of evolution operators of the oscillators
with frequencies 00^( £T^ 0 ) . Miltiplying it by "1" represen-
ted in the following form

i

(7)

and using (3) one obtains the following functional representa
tion for the kernel of evolution operator

To express the partition function It is necessary to pass
to the imaginary time f ^ s ^ ' put /3-ii and carry out the in-
tegration over all periodic in ЧГ field configurations [4]. It
results in

V
 (9)

The functional representation of the partition function

(9) is different from that one of t2"\ by the presence of T

-functions in the integration measure. Thare was the diver-

gence connected with the integration over constant field con
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figurations omitted in £2]. In the representation (9) the in-

tegration over all X -independent configurations is removed.

Thus, not all nonphyaical parts of the partition function

were subtracted in C2l.

The computation of the energy density on the lattice with

'V'^i cites and lattice spaoings Qrt Qp for space and

temperature dimensions is carried out analogous to Ref.[2l.

But we subtract the contribution corresponding to ~\C »0.

In the long run we have

0,±1 ±( f^-D, I0"; Н„. - even (1O)

J>.±1,...,*( % 'i
 H

<r -
 o d d

*

The presence of 5~-functions in (9) annihilated nonphysical

contributions ( Т?«0) во that the energy density (10) turned

to be less than that one in t2l by the value Ъ (N^ITg &£)

which gave temperature-independent contribution (N^-СЧд-)" in

latent heat. In our case the latter has the form

and tends to вего at aero temperature in accordance with the

third law of thermodynamics.

In the H j ,Н^- —*• ъ*> , (X^r^CiO^S^- » V,

are fixed) limit the expression (10) transforms into the usual

formulae of energy density of a gas of free particles in fi-

nite volume. If also N
f f
W N - » 1 then one can pass from

the sum to integral which leads to Stefan-Boltzmsnn law

-4 7Г*. t
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Our finite size effects factor

is less than that in t2l by 1r?(§^
3
'
 T h e

 latter leads to

significant differences from the results of [2] for H a / V

comparable with H^-. The values of Ц (N^ ,N^,1) for the ty-

pical lattices used in Monte Carlo simulations are listed in

Table 1.

The lattice energy density &
 u
 is computed by Monte

Carlo technique in the thermodynamics of Yang-Mills fields.

After correction of this value with the faotors from Table 1

we obtain (see Fig.1) the results practically independent

from the size of the lattice (oontinuum limit £. ).
In the present paper we have pointed out

1) The energy density of free masBless Вове field on the
lattice with periodic boundary conditions for space directions

is different from that of asymptotioally small mass (sinoe for

m t 0 the value corresponding to i^-0 contributes into (10)).

2) The Monte Carlo data for Yang-Mills thermodynamics are

in a better accordance with the results for massless theory

than with the asymptotically small mass ones. A slight depen-

dence (that remained after the corrections in Table 1 have been

taking into account) on the size of lattice (points * in

Fig.1) is connected, to our mind, with the corrections due to

oolourleasness of admitted states of Yang-Mills field system

on a lattice. Such corrections have been discussed in [6] .

The authors are gratefull to G.M.Zinovjev and V.P.Sheleet

for the interest in the work.

*) vac

Practizing Monte Carlo calculations Nya » N
r
 are usually

chosen (case "b") for vacuum state T»0 instead of theo-
retical one H***—• °« (oase "a" in Table 1).
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TABLE 1.

2
3
4
5

8
a

1.70
1.65
1.28
0.95

b

1.70
1.64
1.26
0.90

10
•a

1.72
1.70
1.37
1.08

b

1.72
1.70
1.36
1.06
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Fig. 1. The ratio of the 3U(2) energy density in Yang—Milla sys
tem 8 L to the ideal gas energy density £ s e (for
3U(2) gluons £ s e e - J " T * ) for different fife at Ы^-Ю

and ^ »1 . The pointB represent the Monte-Carlo data

at fixed temperature T»5OOAt = 2.5 GeV, the points

-the same data after the division Ъу the coefficients

(N N 1) taken from Table 1.
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